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Face processing can be modified by bottom-up and top-down
influences, but it is unknown how these processes interact in
patients with face-recognition impairments (prosopagnosia). We
investigated a prosopagnosic with lesions in right occipital and left
fusiform cortex but whose right fusiform gyrus is intact and still
activated during face-processing tasks. P.S., a patient with a well-
established and selective agnosia for faces, was instructed to
detect the presence of either faces or houses in pictures with
different amounts of noise. The right fusiform face area (FFA)
showed reduced responses to face information when visual images
were degraded with noise. However, her right FFA still activated to
noise-only images when she was instructed to detect faces. These
results reveal that fusiform activation is still selectively modulated
by task demands related to the anticipation of a face, despite
severe face-recognition deficits and the fact that no reliable
stimulus-driven response is evoked by actual facial information.
Healthy controls showed stimulus-driven responses to faces in
fusiform, and in right but not left occipital cortex, suggesting that
the latter area alone might provide insufficient facial information in
P.S. These results provide a novel account for residual activation of
the FFA and underscore the importance of controlling task demands
during functional magnetic resonance imaging.
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Introduction

The brain is amazingly well-tuned to interpret sensory inputs

from the visual world, even when not all information is

available. When viewing conditions are impoverished, prior

knowledge and expectations can support the detection or

recognition of faces. For example, if faces are concealed from

viewing, a mental representation of the face may facilitate

identification (Bruce and Young 1986). Accordingly, top-down

processes may interact with bottom-up sensory analysis to

guide visual recognition.

The perception of faces activates an area in the lateral

fusiform gyrus (Sergent et al. 1992; Haxby et al. 1994;

Kanwisher et al. 1997; McCarthy et al. 1997) known as the

fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al. 1997), and an area in

the inferior occipital gyrus (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Haxby et al.

1999; Gauthier et al. 2000) known as the occipital face area

(OFA) (Gauthier et al. 2000). These ventral visual areas may

have distinct roles in face recognition, although their re-

spective contribution is still uncertain (Haxby et al. 2000;

Grill-Spector et al. 2004; Rotshtein et al. 2005).

Severe deficits in face recognition, a rare disorder termed

‘‘prosopagnosia,’’ can result from focal damage to extrastriate

visual areas occurring after unilateral or bilateral lesions in

occipito-temporal cortex (Damasio et al. 1982). The lesions

are usually found in the right hemisphere (Whiteley and

Warrington 1977; Landis et al. 1986; Sergent and Signoret 1992;

Wada and Yamamoto 2001; Barton et al. 2002; Rossion et al.

2003; Farah 2004), predominantly in the right inferior occipital

lobe (Bouvier and Engel 2006), although additional lesions in

the left hemisphere also are frequently reported (Meadows

1974; Rossion et al. 2003; Steeves et al. 2006). Prosopagnosic

patients typically fail at recognizing faces of colleagues, friends,

and family members and often use nonfacial cues like clothes,

hair, posture, and voice to identify others (Bruce and Young

1986; Sergent and Signoret 1992; Wada and Yamamoto 2001;

Farah 2004; Steeves et al. 2006). They also perform poorly on

tests that require matching different pictures of unfamiliar

faces (Benton and Van Allen 1972; Whiteley and Warrington

1977; Rossion et al. 2003; Steeves et al. 2006), especially when

faces are shown in different views (Benton and Van Allen

1972). However, prosopagnosia patients are usually able to tell

a face from a nonface object (Damasio et al. 1982; Gauthier

et al. 1999; Rossion et al. 2003; Farah, 2004; Schiltz et al. 2006),

indicating that they can still extract certain visual cues that are

specific to faces.

Consistent with lesion studies showing that prosopagnosia

often follows lesions encroaching on the fusiform cortex

(Wada and Yamamoto 2001; Barton et al. 2002), some neuro-

imaging studies reported a lack of face-selective responses in

the fusiform cortex in prosopagnosic patients (Hadjikhani and

de Gelder 2002; Bentin et al. 2007). However, strikingly, several

other recent studies have reported that some prosopagnosics

may not only have a structurally intact fusiform cortex but also

show preserved activation to faces in this area during standard

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) paradigms

(developmental prosopagnosia: Hasson et al. 2003; Avidan

et al. 2005; acquired prosopagnosia: Marotta et al. 2001;

Rossion et al. 2003; Steeves et al. 2006). It is however possible

that these residual activations may (at least partly) be caused by

top-down biases due to anticipation of a face stimulus

(Kleinschmidt and Cohen 2006), given that preserved FFA

activation has frequently been observed during blocked fMRI

designs (e.g., Marotta et al. 2001; Hasson et al. 2003; Rossion

et al. 2003). Thus, impairment in the FFA response might be

shown when stimuli are seen in randomized and nonpredict-

able paradigms (e.g., Schiltz et al. 2006; Dricot et al. 2008).

Accordingly, even though normal FFA responses have been

shown in prosopagnosia, adaptation effects for repetition of

face identity have been shown to be impaired (Schiltz et al.
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2006). However, it is unlikely that preserved FFA activation in

prosopagnosia can be explained only by differences in task

demands, because both passive viewing paradigms (Marotta

et al. 2001; Hasson et al. 2003; Steeves et al. 2006) and more

active one-back tasks (Rossion et al. 2003) have shown

preserved activation.

Here, we investigated whether neural activity in the FFA

and/or other visual areas might be modulated by preserved top-

down biases due to the instruction to detect a face. We

hypothesized that FFA activation may still be observed in

prosopagnosia when a face is anticipated but not physically

presented. Such top-down biases might be plausible because

these patients have an intact representation of facial features

and can usually generate mental images of faces (Barton and

Cherkasova 2003).

A number of imaging and electroencephalography studies in

healthy participants have already shown that visual activations

for faces are modulated by top-down factors, that is, preexisting

knowledge or expectations (Dolan et al. 1997; Bentin et al. 2002;

Cox et al. 2004; Mechelli et al. 2004; Wild and Busey 2004). For

example, impoverished pictures of faces that could not be

recognized initially were recognized after a learning phase and

were accompanied by enhanced activations in the FFA (Dolan

et al. 1997; see also George et al. 1999). Even blurred dots

without facial cues may enhance FFA activation when they are

interpreted as faces, based on the surrounding context (Cox

et al. 2004). Thus, FFA activity seems not only dependent on

bottom-up processing of the physical stimulus but also on top-

down processing (Mechelli et al. 2004; Summerfield et al. 2006).

However, a distinction between these 2 factors has not been

established in previous imaging studies of prosopagnosia,

precluding a better understanding of the functional significance

of preserved FFA activation in patients.

An important question is therefore whether the FFA, and

perhaps the OFA, is still activated when a face is expected even

though facial cues are not actually presented. This can be

investigated by adding noise to face images, up to a degree in

which noise-only (NO) is present, precluding FFA activation from

facial information. Indeed, in healthy participants, significant FFA

responses have been found for noise images inwhich participants

anticipated a face (Zhang et al. 2008). Further, faces occluded by

an opaque screen still induced as much FFA activation as visible

faces, presumably due to the mental representation held in mind

during the occlusion (Hulme and Zeki 2007). Taken together,

these data suggest that face-selective areas can be reliably

activated by preexisting representations of faces even when

there are no facial cues in visual input.

In our study, we investigated P.S., a patient with a well-

established and selective agnosia for faces, to determine any

preserved effects of top-down modulation on the FFA. P.S. has

a profound deficit in face recognition, whereas her recognition

of nonface objects is preserved even at a subordinate level

(Rossion et al. 2003). P.S. shows, despite her face recognition

problems, normal FFA activation for faces relative to nonface

objects (Rossion et al. 2003; Schiltz et al. 2006; Sorger et al. 2007;

Dricot et al. 2008). Because P.S. is deeply aware of her deficit and

highly trained to compensate for it, she probably has strong top-

down biases in conditions requiring attention to faces.

Here, we used a decision task in which pictures of faces or

houses with different amounts of noise were presented in

separate blocks along with blocks containing NO images

(without any face or house feature). The task demand was

biased by instructions to report either whether a face was

present (yes/no) or whether a house was present (yes/no). We

chose pictures of houses as a control condition, because

a distinct region in the parahippocampal gyrus has been

identified for this category (known as the parahippocampal

place area [PPA]; Epstein and Kanwisher 1998; Epstein et al.

1999). To examine bottom up (stimulus-driven) processing,

activations to high-noise (HN) or low-noise (LN) images, in

which faces (or houses) were degraded but still visible, were

compared with activations to NO images, in which none of

the stimulus cues were present. To investigate top-down

(task-dependent) processing, NO images for which instructions

required the detection of faces (face-task blocks) were

compared with identical noise images for which instructions

required the detection of houses (house-task blocks).

We hypothesized that if FFA activation is principally

influenced by top-down signals, it should increase equally in

all conditions when a face is expected, irrespective of the

amount of noise in the stimulus and even when images contain

only noise. Conversely, if FFA activation is mainly determined

by bottom-up input, it should increase in proportion with

image visibility but decrease during NO images. Alternatively, if

bottom-up and top-down effects coexist, FFA activation may be

not only greater for LN and HN images of faces as compared

with NO images, because of increased stimulus-driven inputs,

but also greater for NO images when participants need to

detect a face compared with a house.

Materials and Methods

Participants
P.S. is a 56-year-old woman (born in 1950, right handed) who sustained

a closed head injury in 1992 due to a bus accident. MRI scans have

revealed lesions in the lateral part of the occipital and temporal lobes,

bilaterally, as well as in the left cerebellum. The right hemisphere

lesions extend from the posterior part of the inferior occipital gyrus to

the posterior fusiform gyrus. Lesions in the left hemisphere extend

from the fusiform gyrus to the lower part of the temporal lobe (Rossion

et al. 2003). P.S. has been investigated extensively with neuropsycho-

logical tests (Rossion et al. 2003) and functional neuroimaging (Rossion

et al. 2003; Schiltz et al. 2006; Sorger et al. 2007; Dricot et al. 2008). She

is severely impaired on tasks requiring identification and comparison of

individual face identities (see Rossion et al. 2003).

Sixteen normal healthy volunteers (11 females, mean age 27.1 years)

were recruited as control participants. One of the subjects was

removed because of recording problems. Young participants were

tested mainly for practical reasons. It should be noted that there is no

evidence for age-related differences of brain activation at least for the

areas investigated here (Brodtmann et al. 2003; Schiltz et al. 2006). All

participants gave informed consent for participation according to the

regulations of the Geneva University Hospital Ethics Committee. The

study conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki principles.

Stimuli and Procedure
Photographs of 10 neutral faces and 10 houses were used. Faces were

from the Ekman series (Ekman and Friesen 1976). Face and house

stimuli had 2 levels of noise added to the original pictures, with either

low (Face-LN, House-LN) or high (Face-HN, House-HN) noise levels.

Gaussian noise was added to the pictures by using Adobe Photoshop. In

addition, we created a set of 10 images that contained NO (with an

equal average luminance for faces and houses) and were presented in

either a face or house condition (Face-NO, House-NO). Importantly, no

face- or house cues were present in the NO stimuli, and they were

identical for the face- and house blocks (Fig. 1).
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A mixed design was used in order to induce sustained activations due

to the task demands, while preventing order effects and predictability

of the trials (Donaldson and Buckner 2001). Our main goal was to

investigate whether strong expectations of either faces or houses

induced by the task demand to detect a face or a house evokes activity

in category-selective regions. There were 3 types of blocks that could

contain stimuli with LN, HN, or NO. Each block contained either faces

or houses with different noise levels, although the order of these blocks

was mixed. Each block begun with the task instruction, followed by 6

stimuli presented in a pseudorandomized order. LN blocks contained 4

trials with an LN image and 2 trials with an HN image. HN blocks

contained 4 images with a high level of noise and 2 images with

complete noise. NO blocks contained 6 trials of complete noise images.

Thus, the NO blocks allowed us to probe for top-down effects on brain

activation because neural responses in this condition were solely based

on the expectations of the particular stimulus category while the visual

input was in fact identical (NO images) in both conditions. All stimuli

were presented centrally for 2000 ms, with an interstimulus interval

jittered between 2000 and 3500 ms.

The 3 block types (low-, high-, and noise-only) occurred in 2

different task conditions. In the face blocks, images with either

degraded faces (HN or LN) or NO were presented, and subjects were

asked whether or not a face was present, whereas in the house blocks,

images with either degraded houses (HN or LN) or NO were presented,

and subjects were asked whether or not a house was present. Critically,

blocks with NO images contained identical stimuli and differed only by

task demands. These 6 types of active blocks alternated with 6 baseline

blocks, during which subjects were asked to fixate a fixation cross.

fMRI Scanning
The MRI data were acquired on a 3.0-T Siemens Trio Tim whole-body

scanner of the Lemanic Center for Biomedical Imaging (CIBM) at

Geneva University Hospital. For anatomical images, a T1-weighted

sequence was used (time repetition [TR]/time echo [TE]: 2200 ms/3.45

ms). For functional images, a T2*-weighted gradient echo sequence

was used (TR/TE: 2200 ms/30 ms/field of view = 235 mm). Thirty-six

slices were acquired (descending) in each volume. Three hundred

and thirty volumes were acquired in each session.

Each set of functional images was realigned to the first functional

volume (Friston et al. 1995). A mean image was created using the

realigned volumes, to which the structural images were coregistered.

The functional images were corrected for slice timing (to the 18th

reference slice) and spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological

Institute (MNI) template provided in SPM2 (resampled to a voxel size of

3 mm). Coordinates are reported in Talairach space after a nonlinear

transformation from MNI space was applied (Brett et al. 2002). For P.S.,

analyses were performed on both nonnormalized and normalized data

to allow comparison with healthy control participants. MRI data were

carefully matched for potential differences that may result from

normalizing lesioned brains (Ashburner and Friston 2007). Activation

patterns were similar for nonnormalized and normalized images.

Smoothing was performed using a Gaussian filter set at 8-mm full

width at half maximum. A high-pass filter of 128 s was applied, and

serial autocorrelation between scans was used. Functional images of the

control group were projected on the anatomy of a single subject.

Statistical Analyses
Behavioral data were analyzed to assess identification performance using

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the probability of

responding ‘‘yes’’ for faces or houses during blocks with LN, HN, and NO

stimuli. Response times (RTs) were analyzed for all trials in each block

type as the distribution of yes/no responses differed across blocks.

Greenhouse--Geisser epsilon was applied to correct for degrees of

freedom when the assumption of sphericity was not met. Behavioral

data from 5 healthy subjects were lost because of recording problems.

The probability of correct responses and RTs of P.S. were compared

with the control group by converting her data into z-scores using the

mean and standard deviation of the control group. The cutoff for normal

performance was set at z = –1.65, which is equal to the lowest 5% of the

control group (Howell 2002). In addition, statistical significance was

confirmed with the modified t-test of Crawford and Howell (1998).

Statistical analyses of brain-imaging data were performed by using the

general linear model implemented in SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/

spm). Face blocks and house blocks of different noise levels were

modeled as epochs by separate regressors and convolved with

a canonical hemodynamic response function. Movement parameters

(3 translation directions and 3 rotations) were determined from the

realignment corrections and entered as regressors of no interest.

Statistical parametric maps were generated from linear contrast

between conditions for each participant. A second-level random-effects

analysis was performed for the healthy control participants using one-

sample t-tests on the contrast images. Whole-brain analyses were

performed to identify activations related to bottom-up processing for

faces (Face-LN > Face-NO; Face-HN > Face-NO) or houses (House-LN >

House-NO; House-HN > House-NO) and related to top-down processing

for faces (Face-NO > House-NO) or houses (House-NO > Face-NO).

Bottom-up effects were analyzed separately for LN and HN images to

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm. Stimuli were images with LN, HN, and NO. LN and
HN stimuli could display either faces or houses. (A) The LN and HN faces as well as
NO stimuli were shown in face blocks (top row); (B) the LN and HN houses as well as
NO stimuli were shown in house blocks (bottom row). In face blocks, participants
were instructed to indicate whether a face was present or not. In house blocks,
participants were instructed to indicate whether a house was present or not.
Critically, NO stimuli were identical for face and house blocks (i.e., with NO). Images
with LN and HN were compared with NO to investigate bottom-up activation driven
by veridical visual features, for both faces and houses. Images with NO were
compared between face blocks and house blocks to determine top-down effects.
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analyze the unique effects and to be sure that the effects would not be

biased by one of the noise levels. An exclusive mask of results from the

control group with a liberal threshold (P < 0.5) was computed to

determine brain areas where P.S. showed larger activations as compared

with the control group and was used for the critical comparisons of NO

images (Face-NO > House-NO and House-NO > Face-NO). P values are

reported for peak voxels and are uncorrected for multiple comparisons.

To further test for differential effects due to task or stimulus factors,

regions of interest (ROIs) were determined from individual data to take

into account interindividual differences in the location of the FFA

(Kanwisher et al. 1997; Rossion et al. 2003), OFA (Gauthier et al. 2000;

Rossion et al. 2003), and PPA (Epstein and Kanwisher 1998). Our design

allowed us to define ROIs using an internal localizer (see Friston et al.

2006; Saxe et al. 2006). Contrasts were performed between faces and

houses (Face > House) to determine the left and right FFAs and the left

and right OFAs and between houses and faces (House > Face), to

determine the right PPA for each subject separately. To ensure that any

potential response differences to NO images were not due to a selection

bias, we used all task conditions to determine the FFA and PPA (Haxby

et al. 1999). Due to different signal-to-noise ratios in individual

participants, we used a variable threshold (ranging between P < 0.05

and P < 0.00001) to define ROIs in different subjects. In addition, to

confirm activations previously observed in P.S., an auxiliary face localizer

was performed for her, which contrasted a series of faces with a series of

scenes. This localizer revealed significant activations in the right fusiform

gyrus (39,–62,–12) and left inferior occipital gyrus (–42,–79,–6), consistent

with the results reported by Rossion et al. (2003), Schiltz et al. (2006),

and Sorger et al. (2007). Parameter estimates of neural activity (beta

values) were extracted for each condition using the ROI cluster defined

for each subject and were then mean corrected and normalized by

dividing by the standard deviation across conditions to allow for direct

comparisons between individual subjects.

Bottom-up responses were analyzed by planned t-tests measuring

activations to stimuli with veridical face information in FFA and OFA

(Face-LN > Face-NO; Face-HN > Face-NO) and stimuli with veridical

house information in PPA (House-LN > House-NO; House-HN > House-

NO). Top-down effects were analyzed by planned t-tests measuring

activations to NO images in the FFA and OFA when participants had to

report faces (Face-NO > House-NO) and in the PPA when participants

had to report houses (House-NO > Face-NO). For comparisons with the

control group, beta values of P.S. were converted to z-scores using

a cutoff of z = 1.65 (one-tailed) to test the a priori hypothesis that she

would present deficits in bottom-up processing and z = 1.96 (2-tailed)

to test whether top-down processing was preserved. Modified t-tests

were also reported for these comparisons (Crawford and Howell 1998).

Results

Behavior

Identification Accuracy

Probabilities for responding that a face or house was present

were computed for each condition and analyzed using a 2 3 3

repeated-measures ANOVA with Stimulus category (Face,

House) and Noise level (LN, HN, and NO) as factors. Both

healthy control participants and P.S. were highly accurate in

indicating that a face/house was present in LN and HN images

(yes responses) and that it was not present in NO images (‘‘no’’

responses). A main effect was found for stimulus category,

F1,10 = 8.01, P < 0.05 as the probability of reporting a face was

slightly higher than reporting a house across all 3 image types.

A main effect was also found for Noise level, F2,20 = 143.14,

P < 0.001, as the probability of reporting a face or a house was

significantly higher for LN than HN images, t10 = 2.24, P < 0.05

and for the latter conditions compared with the NO condition,

t10 = 13.07, P < 0.001 and t10 = 13.36, P < 0.001, respectively.

No significant interaction was found between Stimulus

category and Noise level, F1.25;12.53 = 1.37, P > 0.05. P.S. showed

a similar profile as the control group, all z < 1.65 (Table 1).

Response Times

Latencies of correct responses were analyzed using a 2 3 3

repeated-measures ANOVA as aforementioned. An interaction

between Stimulus Category and Noise was found, F1.42;14.21 =
7.21, P < 0.05, due to shorter RTs to faces than houses with

LN levels, t10 = 2.44, P < 0.05 but longer RTs in the face

compared with the house condition for NO, t10 = 3.43, P < 0.01.

Differences between faces (mean = 810 ms) and houses

(mean = 865 ms) with HN levels were not significant, t10 =
1.33, P = 0.21.

P.S. showed longer RTs than the control group for all

conditions, but her responses were significantly different only

during Face-HN (z = 2.30, t10=2.20, P < 0.05) and marginally

different during the Face-NO condition (z = 1.73, P < 0.05; t10 =
1.66, P > 0.05). These behavioral data indicate that P.S. needed

more time to decide whether a face was presented in HN or

NO images, consistent with her prosopagnosia (although this

difference might also be partly accounted for by the age

difference between P.S. and controls). Nevertheless, despite

her deficit, she performed the task accurately and was still able

to report when a face was presented or not, without any

abnormal response biases.

fMRI: Whole-Brain Analyses

Faces

Significant activations for the main contrasts of interest are

reported in Table 2 and Figure 2. Comparing all face blocks

with all house blocks (main effect of category-specific re-

sponse, Face > House) demonstrated a large significant cluster

comprised of 2 nearby peaks (Table 2) in the right fusiform

gyrus in the control group (Fig. 2B), along with significant

Table 1
Behavioral results

Face-LN Face-HN Face-NO House-LN House-HN House-NO

Probability
Control group 0.92 (0.16) 0.90 (0.11) 0.14 (0.32) 0.89 (0.15) 0.72 (0.24) 0.04 (0.11)
P.S. 1.00 0.97 0.02 1.00 0.89 0.04

z 5 0.53, t10 5 0.51 z 5 0.60, t10 5 0.57 z 5 �0.36, t10 5 �0.35 z 5 0.73, t10 5 0.70 z 5 0.68, t10 5 0.65 z 5 0, t10 5 0
RTs
Control group 650 (123) 810 (163) 909 (182) 711 (124) 865 (184) 854 (195)
P.S. 776 1186 1225 787 992 1082

z 51.02, t10 5 0.98 z 5 2.30*, t10 5 2.20 z 5 1.73, t10 5 1.66 z 5 0.61, t10 5 0.59 z 5 0.69, t10 5 0.68 z 5 1.17, s10 5 1.12

Note: Probability of a yes response (i.e., reporting that the task-relevant stimulus is present in the image) and RTs (in milliseconds) to faces and houses, for LN, HN, and NO conditions. Z-scores and

modified t-test statistics for P.S. are displayed, *indicates a significant difference (Z[ 1.96). P.S. and control participants were similarly accurate in detecting faces/houses in LN and HN images and

made only a few false alarms in the NO conditions. As expected, RTs were longer, for HN and NO images, especially for P.S. Standard deviations of the control group are in parentheses.
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activation in the right inferior occipital gyrus. Both regions

have frequently been reported in neuroimaging studies of face

recognition (Haxby et al. 2000). A significant response of the

right fusiform gyrus to faces also was seen in P.S., just anterior

to her lesion in the right inferior occipital gyrus (Fig. 2A). This

replicates previous results in the same patient (Rossion et al.

2003; Schiltz et al. 2006; Sorger et al. 2007; Dricot et al. 2008).

To examine bottom-up activation to faces, blocks containing

faces with LN and HN were compared with blocks containing

NO images (Face-LN > Face-NO and Face-HN > Face-NO). For

the RFX (random effects) analysis in controls, a significant

cluster was found for LN images in the right fusiform gyrus

(45,–70,–4; Z = 4.40, k = 112 voxels, P < 0.001), and a similar

cluster was observed (36,–73,–12; Z = 4.98, k = 350 voxels, P <

0.001) for HN images. In addition, and consistent with the main

effect reported above, we observed a second more anterior

peak in the right fusiform gyrus for both LN images (39,–42,–21;

Z = 4.55, P < 0.001) and HN images (34,–44,–26; Z = 4.35, P <

0.001), together with an activation in the left inferior occipital

cortex for LN images (–45,–73,–4; Z = 4.05, k = 51 voxels, P <

0.001), and in the left fusiform gyrus for HN images (–30,–56,–16;

Z = 3.87, k = 54 voxels, P < 0.000). For P.S., only LN images

elicited a weak activation in the right fusiform gyrus (36,–59,–12;

Table 2
Whole-brain analysis

Face[ House Side Area Coordinate Z Score

P.S. Right Fusiform gyrus 39,�62,�12 5.13
Left Frontal superior medial gyrus �12, 64, 8 5.45
Left Anterior cingulate gyrus �6, 44, 9 4.96
Left Middle temporal gyrus �50,�63, 17 4.51

Control group Left Fusiform gyrus �42,�64, �7 3.24
Right Fusiform gyrus 42,�47,�13 3.42

42,�59,�10 3.65
Right Inferior occipital gyrus 39,�82, �6 3.28
Left Orbitofrontal cortex �6, 25,�16 3.70
Left Inferior parietal gyrus �59,�39, 38 3.96
Left Amygdala �27, 2,�18 3.36

House[ Face
P.S. Left Superior occipital gyrus �18,�91, 35 3.28

Right Cuneus 15,�86, 24 3.17 *
Control group Left Parahippocampal gyrus �27,�53,�10 2.97 *

Right Parahippocampal gyrus 30,�41, �8 2.87 *
Right Precuneus 27,�51, 22 3.55
Left Lingual gyrus �18,�78, �4 3.24
Right Lingual gyrus 27,�67, 1 3.11
Right Cuneus 12,�98, 16 2.88 *

Note: Regions significantly activated for the Face[ House and House[ Face contrast are

reported. Peak coordinates with P\ 0.001 (uncorrected) are reported, except for * indicating

P\ 0.01. Note that for the Face[ House contrast in the control group, 2 peaks were found in

the right fusiform cortex. Coordinates are reported in Talairach space.

Figure 2. Activation of the right fusiform gyrus. (A) In P.S., the Face[House contrast (all conditions collapsed) shows a significant cluster just anterior to the lesion in the right
inferior occipital gyrus. The Face-NO[ House-NO shows a significant cluster that overlaps with the Face[ House cluster. Both contrasts are shown at threshold P\ 0.001,
superimposed on the nonnormalized T1-weighted MRI of P.S. The barplot shows average beta values for each condition. (B) In healthy participants, the Face[ House contrast
(random-effects analysis) shows a significant cluster in the right fusiform gyrus. The Face-NO[ House-NO contrast also reveals a similar fusiform activation. Both contrasts are
shown with P\ 0.01 for illustration purpose, superimposed on a T1-weighted MRI of one subject. The barplot shows average beta values extracted from the cluster defined by
RFX Analysis and from individual ROIs. In both P.S. and controls, the FFA is significantly activated by the task instruction to detect a face while NO images are shown. FFA
activation was also significantly larger for Face-NO than House-NO when individual differences were taken into account by the individual ROI analysis.
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Z = 2.42, k = 32 voxels, P < 0.01), whereas HN images revealed

no significant fusiform activation, even when using a very liberal

threshold of P < 0.05, suggesting that the FFA of P.S. was poorly

responsive to veridical facial information.

Next, to determine top-down effects, blocks with NO images

during which participants were instructed to detect a face

versus a house, that is, conditions were compared with the

exact same visual inputs (Face-NO > House-NO). In controls,

the group RFX analysis showed activation in the right fusiform

gyrus (39,–47,–13; Z = 2.77, k = 17 voxels, P < 0.01) that

overlapped with the main category-selective response

(Fig. 2B). For P.S., a similar activation was also found in the

right fusiform gyrus (Z = 3.88, k = 91 voxels, P < 0.001), which

also overlapped with her response in the fusiform gyrus

observed in the Face > House contrast (Fig. 2A). These results

show that FFA activity was biased by top-down influences, due

to the task demands of detecting a face, without any visual face

information being present in the image. Critically, such

influences were still preserved in P.S.

In addition to the fusiform gyrus, our analysis of top-down

effects (Face-NO > House-NO) revealed a strong activation in

the precuneus for P.S. (Fig. 4A) when she had to detect faces in

these images (0,–56,36; Z = 4.49, P = 0.001). This effect was not

observed in control participants and remained highly signifi-

cant when we directly compared P.S. with the control group

using an exclusive mask of the same contrast from the control

group (with a liberal P value to rule out any similar trend, Face-

NO > House-NO, P < 0.5; Fig. 4B).

Houses

Significant activations for the main contrasts of interest are

reported in Table 2 and Figure 3. Comparing all house blocks to

Figure 3. Activation of the right parahippocampal gyrus. (A) In P.S., the House[ Face contrast showed no significant activation at conventional threshold, although a small
cluster was observed at P 5 0.10. No clusters were found for the House-NO[ Face-NO contrast. The barplot shows beta values for each condition with a similar profile for
nonnormalized and MNI normalized data. (B) In healthy control participants, the House [ Face contrast (random effects analysis) shows a significant cluster in the right
parahippocampal gyrus. The barplot shows beta values extracted from a cluster that was defined by RFX Analysis and from individual ROIs. Although no activation is seen for the
House-NO[ Face-NO contrast in the RFX group data, a significantly larger activation for House-NO than Face-NO was demonstrated by the individual ROI analyses.
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all face blocks in the control group (main category-specific

effect House > Face) showed activations in precuneus and

cuneus, lingual gyri, and parahippocampal gyrus (Table 2). For

P.S., significant responses were found in the superior occipital

gyrus and cuneus (Table 2), but there was no differential

increase of activation in the parahippocampal gyrus (even at

a threshold of P = 0.05). Activations in the same parieto-

occipital regions have previously been reported in response to

house stimuli (Bentley et al. 2003; Committeri et al. 2004).

Our analysis of bottom-up responses to houses revealed

a large cluster for House-LN > House-NO (k = 321) and House-

HN > House-NO (k = 160) with peaks in the right medial

fusiform gyrus (33,–59,–17; Z = 5.12, P < 0.001; 28,–50,–24; Z =
3.47, P < 0.01, respectively) and right parahippocampal gyrus

(30,–41,–8; Z = 4.43, P < 0.001; 23,–41,–16; Z = 3.12, P < 0.001,

respectively) for control participants. Increases were also

observed in the left medial fusiform gyrus for LN (–30,–51,–9;

Z = 4.42, P < 0.001) and HN images (–25,–67,–22; Z = 2.50, P <

0.01). For P.S., bottom-up responses to houses in LN and HN

images (House-LN > House-NO; House-HN > House-NO) were

also observed in the medial fusiform gyrus (33,–54,–9; Z = 2.95,

P < 0.01; 31,–50,–24; Z = 2.95, P < 0.01), precuneus (6,–65,36;

Z = 3.56, P < 0.001; 10,–41,27; Z = 4.17, P < 0.001 respectively),

left superior occipital gyrus (–24,–92,29; Z = 3.67, P < 0.001;

–14,–90,8; Z = 3.01, P < 0.001 respectively), and right superior

occipital gyrus (33,–86,29; Z = 4.45, P < 0.001; 20,–94,11; Z =
2.43, P < 0.01 respectively).

Finally, when testing for top-down effects due to the house

detection task (House-NO > Face-NO), we found no significant

cluster along the ventral visual cortical areas in neither the

control participants nor in P.S. (but see below for significant

results based on individual ROI analyses).

fMRI: ROI Analyses

To take individual differences in functional anatomy into

account, we performed additional analyses using an ROI

approach and further examined both bottom-up and top-down

effects in predefined regions that responded to faces (FFA and

OFA) or houses (PPA) in each participant (Friston et al. 2006;

Saxe et al. 2006).

FFA

An activation cluster corresponding to the right FFA (Face >

House) was found for 14/15 subjects from the control group.

The average coordinates of these individually defined peaks

(38,–53,–13) are consistent with previous studies using ROI

analyses for individual subjects (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Rossion

et al. 2003) (see Table 3).

Repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on beta values

extracted from these individual FFA ROIs with the factors

Stimulus category (Face, House) and Noise level (LN, HN, and

NO). This confirmed a significant main effect of Stimulus

category, F1,13 = 257.68, P < 0.001, in that the right FFA re-

sponses were higher in face blocks than house blocks. There

was also a significant main effect for Noise level, F2,26 = 35.41,

P < 0.001, which was qualified by a significant interaction

between stimulus category and noise level, F1.80;23.40 = 3.64, P <

0.05, reflecting a different impact of noise for FFA responses

to faces and houses. Differences were significant between

all noise levels for face and house images but not between

low- and HN levels for face images (Fig. 2B).

Our planned analysis of bottom-up effects in the control

group (Table 4) confirmed that activations were significantly

higher for faces with LN compared with NO (Face-LN > Face-

NO), as well as for faces with HN compared with NO (Face-

HN > Face-NO). Top-down effects (Face-NO > House-NO)

were also highly significant in control participants, with

stronger activation to blocks of NO images when they had to

report a face, relative to blocks when they saw the same images

but had to report a house (mean difference = 0.91, standard

error [SE] = 0.16).

Like controls, P.S. showed a reliable activation in the right

fusiform gyrus for face blocks as compared with house blocks

(as already described in the previous section, see Fig. 2A).

Moreover, the fusiform cluster identified by this Face > House

contrast in our main experiment was exactly overlapping with

the right FFA location as determined in P.S. by a separate face-

localizer scan (39,–62,–12; see Materials and Methods) using

a different set of stimuli. Bottom-up and top-down effects in

her right FFA were converted to z-scores for comparison with

Table 3
ROIs analysis for FFA

Right FFA

x y z Z-score n Voxels

s1 42 �50 �13 3.33 12
s2 42 �48 �18 4.59 18
s3
s4 33 �53 �7 6.17 39
s5 39 �62 �15 3.82 5
s6 42 �70 �7 5.16 71
s7 27 �44 �13 2.83 12
s8 26 �36 �12 3.00 78
s9 39 �44 �15 5.10 92
s10 42 �47 �15 2.58 27
s11 42 �48 �20 6.76 48
s12 36 �53 �12 2.51 14
s13 48 �70 �9 4.10 162
s14 45 �53 �15 5.70 204
s15 42 �59 �12 4.97 57
Mean 38.54 �52.69 �13.10 14/15 subjects
±SE 1.69 2.63 1.01

Note: Coordinates of the FFA were defined for each participant in the control group by using the

main contrast Face[ House. Coordinates are reported in Talairach space.

Table 4
Statistical results of ROI analysis of control participants

Left FFA Right FFA

Bottom-up effects
Face-LN versus Face-NO t6 5 4.63, P\ 0.01 t13 5 7.70, P\ 0.001
Face-HN versus Face-NO t6 5 3.53, P\ 0.05 t13 5 5.71, P\ 0.001

Top-down effects
Face-NO verss House-NO t6 5 3.52, P\ 0.05 t13 5 5.80, P\ 0.001

Left OFA Right OFA

Bottom-up effects
Face-LN versus Face-NO t8 5 0.95, P[ 0.05 t8 5 2.66, P\ 0.05
Face-HN versus Face-NO t8 5 0.91, P[ 0.05 t8 5 2.10, P 5 0.07

Top-down effects
Face-NO versus House-NO t8 5 8.76, P\ 0.01 t8 5 3.48, P\ 0.01

Left PPA Right PPA

Bottom-up effects
House-LN versus House-NO t9 5 3.76, P\ 0.01 t9 5 5.17, P\ 0.001
House-HN versus House-NO t9 5 0.87, P[ 0.05 t9 5 1.21, P[ 0.05

Top-down effects
House-NO versus Face-NO t9 5 2.95, P\ 0.05 t9 5 3.37, P\ 0.01

Note: Planned T-test comparisons indicating bottom-up and top-down effects in FFA, OFA, and PPA.
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control participants. For bottom-up effects, small increases

were observed in P.S. for LN relative to NO images (Fig. 2A), but

the difference for Face-LN minus Face-NO was below that of

the control group (z = –0.94, P > 0.05, t = –0.90, P > 0.05).

Furthermore, unlike in normals, there was virtually no

difference between Face-HN and Face-NO (z = –1.47, P <

0.10, t = –1.42, P > 0.10). To examine whether these effects

were specific for faces, bottom-up effects for faces were also

compared with houses (i.e., Face-HN – Face-NO vs. House-HN –

House-NO). This comparison showed a marked difference for

P.S. relative to the control group (z < –3, P < 0.01; t < –3, P <

0.01), suggesting a lack of bottom-up stimulus-driven responses

to faces but not houses in P.S. (Fig. 2).

By contrast, top-down influences were clearly preserved,

with a much higher activation of the right FFA to NO images

during face blocks than during house blocks (see above and

Fig. 2A). This differential activation (Face-NO minus House-

NO) was even numerically larger in P.S. as compared with the

mean activation for the control group, z = 2.03, P < 0.05; t =
1.97, P > 0.05 (2-tailed). Furthermore, we also compared the

magnitude of top-down activation in P.S. with the magnitude of

stimulus-driven activation (Face-LN and Face-HN) in control

participants. Strikingly, this comparison showed that the top-

down activation in FFA for P.S. (Face-NO -- House-NO) was in

the range of the bottom-up activations in the control group

(same magnitude of increase as for Face-LN – Face-NO: z = 1.06,

P > 0.05; t = 1.02, P > 0.05; and Face-HN -- Face-NO: z = 1.50,

P > 0.05; t = 1.44, P > 0.05). (We thank one of the reviewers for

suggesting this analysis.)

Altogether, these data confirm that FFA activation in P.S. was

strongly modulated by the task demands to detect a face despite

physically identical noise images with no facial cues (i.e., in Face-

NO vs. House-NO conditions), whereas the FFA was poorly

modulated by actual face inputs when these were presented in

impoverished images (i.e., in Face-HN vs. Face-NO conditions).

Analyses were centered on the right FFA to test our hypothesis

on functional activity in the intact right FFA of P.S. A smaller

proportion of subjects (7/15) also showed a response to faces in

the left FFA [which is damaged in P.S.], as in previous studies

[(Kanwisher et al. 1997; Gauthier et al. 2000; Rossion et al.

2003]. ANOVA on left FFA activity also disclosed a main effect

of Stimulus, F1,6 = 324.15, P < 0.001, reflecting larger responses

to faces than houses, but the main effect of Noise, F1.91;11.44 =
2.91, P = 0.10 and the interaction between Stimulus and Noise,

F1.64;9.84 = 3.46, P = 0.08, did not reach significance. However,

bottom-up effects showed significantly larger responses to Face-

LN than Face-NO, and to Face-HN than Face-NO. Top-down

effects also produced larger increases to NO images in the Face-

NO than House-NO condition, that is, when subjects were

instructed to detect a face [mean difference = 0.72, SE = 0.20]

[Table 3].

Finally, because the FFA identified by the Face > House

contrast showed peak coordinates that were rather posterior in

P.S. (39,–62,–12) as compared with the average peak of the

control group (39,–53,–13; Table 3), we also examined whether

our results in the control group may differ between subjects

who have a relatively anterior FFA as opposed to a relatively

posterior FFA. Note that our random-effects analysis in control

participants showed that the fusiform cluster activated by faces

had 2 nearby peak coordinates (see above). Therefore, we

separated the individual ROIs of controls into one group (N =
7) in which subjects had a rather anterior location of the FFA

(average coordinates: 37,–45,–15) and another group (N = 7) in

which the FFA had a more posterior location (average

coordinates: 40,–60,–11). The peak coordinates of the FFA for

P.S. were roughly similar to the group with the posterior

location. However, similar results were obtained when activa-

tions in P.S. were compared with the activation of the posterior

group, because P.S. exhibited relatively smaller responses in the

LN and HN stimuli but relatively larger responses to NO stimuli

in the face task, unlike the pattern found for both anterior and

posterior fusiform peaks in controls (see Supplementary Fig. 5).

OFA

A region corresponding to the right OFA (which is damaged in

P.S) could be found for 9/15 subjects in the control group. The

average coordinates (39,–81,–4) were consistent with previous

studies reporting ROI analyses for this region in individual

subjects (Gauthier et al. 2000; Rossion et al. 2003).

Repeated-measures ANOVA on extracted beta values

showed a main effect of Stimulus category (F1,8 = 85.30, P <

0.001), with OFA activity higher in face blocks than house

Figure 4. Functional images of precuneus activation. (A) The Face-NO[ House-NO
contrast for P.S. shows significant activation in the precuneus, together with posterior
and anterior cingulate cortex (k [ 20 voxels, P \ 0.001). (B). After applying an
exclusive mask from the same contrast in the control group, the precuneus cluster is
still observed, even when using a very liberal P value for the group contrast (Face-
NO[ House-NO, P\ 0.5, to rule out any weak but similar trend in controls).
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blocks, and a main effect of Noise level (F1.21;9.69 = 6.03, P <

0.05) with greater response to LN conditions than to HN

(t8 = 2.43, P < 0.05) and NO conditions (t8 = 2.66, P < 0.05). No

significant interaction was found between Stimulus category

and Noise level (F1.85;14.77 = 1.61, P = 0.23). Our planned

analyses not only confirmed significant bottom-up effects

(Face-LN > Face-NO and Face-HN > Face-NO), with activations

higher for LN and HN faces relative to NO images, but also

demonstrated significant top-down effects (Face-NO > House-

NO), with stronger neural responses when subjects were

instructed to detect a face versus a house in NO images (mean

difference = 0.92, SE = 0.21) (Table 4).

The left OFA could be observed in 9/15 of the control

participants, with average coordinates (–38,–84,–5) that were

consistent with previous studies. Repeated-measures ANOVA

on beta values from the left OFA again showed a main effect of

Stimulus category, F1,8 = 271.09, P < 0.001, in that OFA activity

was increased for faces as compared with houses. However, the

main effect of Noise, F1.42;11.35 = 2.16, P = 0.17, and the

interaction between Stimulus and Noise, F1.27;10.16 = 0.95, P >

0.05, were not significant, unlike results for the right OFA. This

pattern may suggest that mainly the right OFA is directly

involved in bottom-up processing of face information. Accord-

ingly, we found no significant bottom-up effects (Face-LN >

Face-NO and Face-HN > Face-NO) in the left OFA of control

participants, unlike the effects observed in the right OFA (see

above). However, there was a significant top-down effect (Face-

NO > House-NO), demonstrated by stronger responses when

subjects had to detect a face as compared with a house in NO

images (mean difference = 1.39, SE = 0.12) (Table 4).

In P.S., the right OFA was damaged and could not be analyzed,

but her left OFA was shown to be intact and still activated by

faces in a previous study (Sorger et al. 2007). Here, although we

could not reliably identify the left OFA in the category-selective

contrast of our main experiment (category-selective contrast

Face > House, see Table 2), we were able to define an

appropriate functional ROI (–42,–79,–6) based on the external

face localizer (see Materials and Methods). Data from the intact

leftOFA in P.S. showed a similar pattern as in control participants:

No significant bottom-up effects were observed for LN images

(z = –1.33, P > 0.05; t = –1.26, P > 0.05) andHN images of faces (z =
0.12, P > 0.05; t = 0.11, P > 0.05) relative to NO; whereas top-

down effects were preserved and produced significantly higher

activity to NO images during face blocks than during house

blocks, but this increase was not significantly different from the

control group (z = 1.71, P > 0.05; t = 1.62, P > 0.05).

PPA

A region corresponding to the right PPA (House > Face) could

be identified for 10/15 subjects, whose average coordinates

(27,–47,–4) accorded with previous studies (Epstein and

Kanwisher 1998; Epstein et al. 1999).

Repeated-measures ANOVA on the beta values from in-

dividual PPA ROIs showed a main effect of Stimulus category,

F1,9 = 310.53, P < 0.001, with higher response to houses than

faces and a main effect of Noise level, F2,18 = 8.30, P < 0.01, with

higher activation to LN than both HN, t9 = 2.35, P < 0.05, and

NO images, t9 = 4.21, P < 0.01, but no significant difference

between HN and NO, t9 = 1.73, P = 0.11. In addition, a significant

interaction was observed in the PPA between Stimulus category

and Noise level, F1.59;14.34 = 5.23, P < 0.05, explained by higher

activations for house-LN compared with house-HN and house-

NO, t9 = 3.16, P < 0.05 and t9 = 5.17, P < 0.001, respectively, but

no such difference for face-LN compared with face-HN and

face-NO (both t9 < 0.94, P > 0.37). These results indicate that

the noise level affected bottom-up processing for houses in the

PPA but not for faces (Fig. 3B).

Indeed, bottom-up effects produced significantly higher

activations in the PPA for LN houses than NO images but not

for HN as compared with NO images. Top-down effects

(House-NO > Face-NO) also enhanced activation significantly

in the PPA when participants were instructed to report houses

rather than faces (mean difference = 0.72, SE = 0.21). The latter

results thus reveal that the PPA activation was also modified by

task demands, despite physically identical images in House-NO

and Face-NO blocks (Table 4).

No reliable activation could be found in PPA for P.S. by using

standard whole-brain contrasts (see above). A much more

liberal threshold of P = 0.10 allowed the identification of a small

house-specific cluster closely located to the PPA coordinates of

the control group (27,–42,–12). We then extracted beta values

from this region to examine activation across different

conditions in P.S. These data showed increased responses to

houses with LN (z = 1.22, P > 0.05; t = 1.16, P > 0.05) and HN

relative to NO images (z = 1.09, P > 0.05; t = 1.04, P > 1.04).

However, top-down effects for the House-NO relative to Face-

NO conditions were absent for P.S. (z = –2.21, P < 0.05; t = –2.11,

P > 0.05 (see Fig. 3A).

Discussion

To our knowledge, our study is the first to investigate top-down

effects of task demands on visual processing in a patient with

prosopagnosia compared with healthy participants. We tested

whether selective top-down biases could still arise in prosopag-

nosia patient P.S. who has damage to the right inferior occipital

cortex and left fusiform cortex but preserved activation in the

right fusiform cortex. Yet, this residual fusiform activation is

apparently insufficient to afford normal face recognition. We

predicted that activation in the FFA might still be biased by the

instructions to detect a face (Summerfield et al. 2006; Zhang

et al. 2008), despite a lack or reduction of sensory input related

to facial cues—as confirmed by our fMRI results.

Our major finding is that NO images, in the absence of any

bottom-up visual input of facial information, evoked significant

activation in the FFA when visual processing was biased by the

instruction to look for faces, both in healthy controls and, more

critically, in P.S. No such activation was found in the FFA when

the exact same NO images were presented with the direction

to report houses. These results demonstrate for the first time

that top-down signals may act on the visual cortex in a selective

manner and modulate face-specific areas despite severe deficits

in face recognition. This suggests that FFA activity does not

only code for bottom-up visual information but also generates

internal representations based on information from higher-level

areas when a face is anticipated.

A second important finding was a significant bottom-up

effect that was observed in the right OFA for the control group

but not the left OFA. This asymmetry is consistent with

a predominance of the right hemisphere in face processing

(Haxby et al. 2000). Like controls, P.S. showed no bottom-up

response in the intact left OFA. Remarkably, however, the right

OFA was damaged in P.S., in keeping with several other
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prosopagnosia patients (Grüsser and Landis 1991; Wada and

Yamamoto 2001; Bouvier and Engel 2006). Hence, the lack of

reliable stimulus-driven activation in the intact left OFA,

together with damage to the right OFA in P.S., might deprive

higher-level stages along the ventral temporal cortex (e.g.,

fusiform) from sufficient facial information for accurate

identification and thus may partly account for prosopagnosia.

The FFA activation to faces in our study is consistent with

previous investigations in P.S. (Rossion et al. 2003; Schiltz et al.

2006; Sorger et al. 2007; Dricot et al. 2008), as well as with

findings demonstrating that the FFA may still show selective

increases to faces despite face recognition deficits in patients

with developmental (Hasson et al. 2003; Avidan et al. 2005; Van

den Stock et al. 2008) and acquired prosopagnosia (Marotta

et al. 2001; Steeves et al. 2006). Several authors have suggested

that the FFA might have a primary role in face detection

or categorization (Kanwisher et al. 1998; Haxby et al. 1999;

Grill-Spector et al. 2004), as well as an important role in

encoding finer visual information about face identity in

participants with normal face recognition (Gauthier et al.

2000; Eger et al. 2004; Grill-Spector et al. 2004; Pourtois et al.

2005; Rotshtein et al. 2005). Our data thus confirm that the FFA

may not only be responsible for perceptual encoding the visual

features of faces but may also be implicated in anticipating

faces or generating templates of faces.

As expected, the FFA activation was larger for both LN

images and HN images of faces as compared with NO images in

control participants. In sharp contrast, P.S. did not show

a reliable increase in FFA activation to HN images of faces, as

compared with NO images, suggesting no stimulus-driven

(bottom-up) responses to these impoverished face stimuli. This

differed significantly from responses to houses, for which

bottom-up information could still activate the fusiform cortex

to some degree, as previously reported for other nonface

objects in prosopagnosia (see Bentin et al. 2007). This indicates

that facial information did not effectively modulate FFA activity

when visual images were impoverished by HN levels. Alterna-

tively, the right FFA might still activate to both downstream and

upstream information, but with reduced responses to visual

stimuli overall, resulting in the absence of significant differ-

ences between HN and NO stimuli. We thank one of the

reviewers for this suggestion.

Behaviorally, P.S. also showed longer RTs for reporting faces

in HN, which was consistent with her difficulties processing

poor visual information from these stimuli and reduced FFA

responses to HN faces. Degradation of visual images by noise is

expected to impair both perception and attention (Abrams and

Law 2002), especially for agnosia patients of the apperceptive

type (Campion and Latto 1985). Thus, added noise was more

detrimental to visual recognition in P.S. than in normal subjects,

which is commensurate with absent (or weak) bottom-up

responses in right FFA to HN (or LN) face images (respec-

tively). In addition, HN images might also disrupt the grouping

of local visual cues face into a face gestalt (Vecera and Gilds

1998; Farah 2004), which might further contribute to a slow-

down of RTs and decreased FFA response in P.S. Moreover,

previous imaging studies in prosopagnosia have typically used

high-quality images to investigate face processing. Here, in

contrast, by using degraded images with different noise levels,

our study shows how the response of the FFA is dependent

on stimulus-driven processing and how it is impaired in

prosopagnosia.

The most critical result of this study is the preserved FFA

response in P.S. when she was asked to report faces (instead of

houses), even when only physical noise was present (just as

found in healthy controls). Importantly, P.S. correctly reported

(like control participants) that no face was present in this

condition (cf. Zhang et al. 2008). This result reveals for the first

time that top-down influences due to task demands were

sufficient to activate the FFA despite severe prosopagnosia and

despite the fact that a residual activation of the FFA did not

seem sufficient to mediate face recognition.

We surmise that several top-down factors could potentially be

responsible for inducing face-related activation in FFA. First, our

instruction to detect a face may have promoted mental imagery

processes that facilitate the detection of faces and houses. Visual

imagery may lower the threshold for detecting faces and objects

and thus help recognition when viewing conditions are

compromised (Kosslyn 1994). This may be a strategy employed

by prosopagnosia patients when anticipating a face, particularly

when they are highly aware of their deficits (like P.S.). In fact,

visual imagery is often intact in prosopagnosia, for both objects

(Rossion et al. 2003) and faces (Barton and Cherkasova 2003; but

see also Young et al. 1994). Instructions to imagine a certain

stimulus category may evoke similar activation profiles com-

pared with actual perceptual inputs from a physical image

(Kosslyn 1994). Accordingly, it has been shown that imagery for

faces may activate the FFA (Ishai et al. 2000; O’Craven and

Kanwisher 2000; Mechelli et al. 2004), whereas imagery for

scenes may activate the PPA (O’Craven and Kanwisher 2000) or

regions in the medial fusiform gyrus partly overlapping with the

PPA (Ishai et al. 2000).

In agreement with a role for visual imagery, our whole-brain

analyses of P.S. revealed a strong activation in the precuneus

during face blocks relative to house blocks, a region that has

previously been reported by several studies on visual imagery

(Fletcher et al. 1995; Ishai et al. 2000; Mechelli et al. 2004; see

for a review Cavanna and Trimble 2006). The precuneus has

been suggested to play a crucial role in reconstructing a visual

image in the ‘‘mind’s eye’’ (Fletcher et al. 1995; Dolan et al.

1997). Significant activation of the precuneus was found only in

P.S., no such trend was observed in controls. In addition, similar

increases were found in the posterior cingulate and medial

prefrontal cortex, which both have direct connections with the

precuneus (Cavanna and Trimble 2006). Accordingly, these

regions may play a crucial role in imagery for faces and could

have been activated additionally in P.S. to help her perform

accurately under the most difficult task condition, when only

physical noise was presented.

It should be noted, however, that we observed top-down

effects in the FFA of P.S when faces were anticipated, but no

such effect in the PPA when houses were anticipated. This

differs from the pattern observed in control participants, for

whom we found both stimulus-driven (bottom-up) and task-

related (top-down) effects in the parahippocampal cortex.

Top-down effects in the right PPA were observed in 8/10

subjects. The reason why it was not observed in P.S. cannot be

categorically explained. It is possible that this paradoxical lack

of house-selective responses in P.S. may reflect the fact that her

prosopagnosia led to a compensatory recruitment of ‘‘object-

related’’ areas in parahippocampal and/or medial fusiform

cortex areas for processing faces, as shown in normal subjects

when they are presented with inverted faces (Haxby et al.

1999). Such abnormal recruitment during both the house and
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face tasks may mask any difference when contrasting houses to

faces. Other factors that could potentially explain these effects

is that houses may constitute a less homogeneous category

than faces, and may therefore be more difficult to generate in

patients with prosopagnosia, or that the PPA is not actually

a ‘‘house’’ region but rather a ‘‘place’’ area coding spatial layouts

of scenes rather than house features (see Epstein et al. 1999).

The present findings have important implications for

interpreting previous observations of preserved FFA activation

in prosopagnosia and for the design of future experiments in

such patients. The role of top-down effects might have been

overlooked in the past. A number of previous studies have used

blocked-design fMRI (e.g., Marotta et al. 2001; Hasson et al.

2003; Rossion et al. 2003) in which top-down effects could

have played an important role. Because prosopagnosic patients

are fully aware of their difficulties and still discriminate faces

from other visual categories, their expectations and task-

related demands might be sufficient to increase fusiform

activity due to top-down influences, despite impaired process-

ing of facial information.

Our work illustrates how the combined results from

neuropsychology and functional imaging in patients can help

to better understand the role of FFA, OFA, and other extrastriate

functional areas in normal face recognition and impaired face

recognition like prosopagnosia. Although a structurally intact

FFA can still provide a general category-selective representation

of faces and can be modified by top-down based expectancies

(as shown by the present study), a disconnection of visual inputs

to and from the right OFA may disrupt the building of finer

representations corresponding to individual face identities.

The fact that right FFA is preserved in P.S. may help to direct

attention to faces or imagery processes when faces are

expected, but it may not be sufficient to sustain accurate face

identification without bottom-up visual inputs from the right

OFA, as already suggested previously (Schiltz et al. 2006). In P.S.,

neither the right inferior occipital cortex (because of lesions in

this area) nor the left occipital cortex (because of low responses

to LN images) could provide the visual input for successful face

recognition. The results in the control participants confirm that

the right OFA is mainly involved in bottom-up processing, and it

is unlikely that the left OFA may fulfill this function after damage

of the right inferior occipital cortex. Our findings therefore

provide new insights into the possible contribution of the FFA

and OFA in face recognition and the possible consequences of

their damage. However, it is also possible that the FFA may still

support some other functions in prosopagnosia, because

recognition of facial expression and age decision are often

preserved in these patients (although such abilities were also

moderately impaired in P.S., see Rossion et al. 2003). In P.S., the

FFA was also found to be normally modulated by facial

expressions (Peelen et al. 2009), presumably reflecting top-

down influences from the amygdala (Amaral and Price 1984;

Vuilleumier et al. 2004). Future studies should clarify the role of

the FFA and top-down mechanisms in these processes.

Our data indicate that normal activation of the FFA does not

necessarily imply normal bottom-up processing of the detailed

facial information likely to be necessary for identity recogni-

tion. In keeping with this, recent fMRI studies found impaired

adaptation of the FFA in P.S. during repetition of face identity

(Schiltz et al. 2006; Dricot et al. 2008), which is different from

the normal decrease of FFA responses to repeated presenta-

tions of the same face in healthy participants (Henson et al.

2000; Vuilleumier et al. 2002; Pourtois et al. 2005; reviewed by

Grill-Spector et al. 2006). Moreover, normal activations found in

previous studies (Rossion et al. 2003; Steeves et al. 2006) in

spite of impaired perception are reminiscent of V1 activation

observed in patients with macular degeneration (Baker et al.

2005), which can be apparent when subjects engage in

perceptual judgments (Masuda et al. 2008).

In sum, our results do not only yield important novel insights

into the role of FFA and OFA in face recognition and the

possible mechanisms of prosopagnosia disorders but also

suggest important methodological constraints for interpreting

functional imaging experiments. First, by showing that FFA

activations may be introduced by task demands only, our

findings call for very careful designing of future fMRI studies in

normal subjects and patients. Second, by showing that FFA may

show abnormal bottom-up responses to facial information

content in images, our study also suggests that concomitant

damage to right OFA can impair visual inputs to subsequent

processing stages in structurally intact regions within the

fusiform cortex and higher-level cortical areas.
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